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CH A P T ER 1

THE 65-STOREY  
TREEHOUSE

Hi, my name is Andy.
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This is my friend Terry.
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We live in a tree.
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Well, when I say ‘tree’, I mean treehouse. And 
when I say ‘treehouse’, I don’t just mean any  
old treehouse—I mean a 65-storey treehouse!  
(It used to be a 52-storey treehouse, but we’ve 
added another 13 storeys.) 
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So what are you waiting for? 
Come on up! 
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We’ve added a pet-grooming salon (run by Jill),
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a birthday room (where it’s always your birthday, 
even when it’s not),
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an un-birthday room where the longer you stay, 
the younger you get (so don’t stay too long or 
you’ll end up like a little baby),
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a cloning machine,
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a room full of exploding eyeballs,
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TREE-NN (Treehouse News Network): a 24-hour 
TV news centre, featuring regular updates on all 
the latest treehouse news, current events and gossip,

14 BREAKING NEWS: WE’VE GOT A NEWS FEED …UPDATE
TREE-NN



15UPDATE
TREE-NNTREE-NN



1716 LOLLIPOP LUNACY!UPDATE
TREE-NN

a lollipop shop run by a lollipop-serving robot 
called Mary Lollipoppins (she serves every type of 
lollipop in the world—past, present and future),
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TREE-NN
UPDATE
TREE-NN

a screeching balloon orchestra,



1918 AARDVARK! CHEESESTICKS! POOP-POOP!UPDATE
TREE-NN

an owl house with three wise owls (we don’t 
always know what they mean, but that’s because 
they’re so wise),

AARDVARK!   CHEESE 
STICKS!!

  POOP-POOP!!!
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an invisible level,

TREE-NN
UPDATE
TREE-NN



2120 PET NEWS: ANTS ARE REALLY SMALLUPDATE
TREE-NN

an ant farm (with 65 chambers),
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TREE-NN
UPDATE
TREE-NN



2322 QUICKSAND MAY BE HAZARDOUS TO YOUR HEALTHUPDATE
TREE-NN

a quicksand pit
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TREE-NN
UPDATE
TREE-NN

and a bow and arrow level.



2524 ANDY AND TERRY ACTUALLY WORKING: RARE PIC!UPDATE
TREE-NN

As well as being our home, the treehouse is also 
where we make books together. I write the words 
and Terry draws the pictures.
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TREE-NNTREE-NN

As you can see, we’ve been doing this for quite a 
while now.

UPDATE
TREE-NN



2726 TREEHOUSE LIFE: EXCLUSIVE PICS!UPDATE
TREE-NN

Living in a treehouse may not be for everybody …
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TREE-NN
UPDATE
TREE-NN



2928 BOOK NEWS: YOU HAVE JUST REACHED PAGE 28!UPDATE
TREE-NN

but it suits us just fine!


